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The scientific exploration of the Solar System is one of the main objectives of the Science Programme 

of the European Space Agency ESA. Following up on milestone missions such as Cassini-Huygens 

(NASA/ESA mission to Saturn), Mars-Express and Venus-Express (to Mars and Venus, respectively) 

and Rosetta (to Comet 67P), ESA has been developing the BepiColombo mission to the innermost 

planet, Mercury. This mission will only be the third mission to Mercury after the NASA missions 

Mariner 10 (1974-1975) and MESSENGER (launched in 2004). BepiColombo will help to increase our 

knowledge of this least investigated planet, shedding new light on the origins and evolution of our 

Solar System. The mission is named after Giuseppe Colombo, an Italian scientist who first introduced 

the concept of a planetary swing-by manoeuvre, a technique now commonly used in interplanetary 

space missions. The launch is scheduled for Saturday 20th October 2018 at 03:45 (Swiss time) and 

can be followed live at  

http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/BepiColombo/Watch_BepiColombo_launch  

 

 

BepiColombo, the mission 

The BepiColombo mission was one of the cornerstone missions in ESA’s Horizon2000 programme, 

but was only confirmed for implementation in 2009. BepiColombo is a cooperation between ESA and 

the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).  

 

The mission objectives include the investigation of Mercury’s physical characteristics (shape, interior, 

structure, composition and surface), the exosphere (i.e. its very thin atmosphere) and its interactions 

with the solar wind, as well as the magnetosphere and the origin of the magnetic field.  

 

The spacecraft itself has three components: the Mercury Transfer Module (MTM), the Mercury 

Planetary Orbiter (MPO), the Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter (MMO). Both MTM and MPO have been 

developed by ESA, while the MMO is a contribution by JAXA.  

 

Following the launch on board an Ariane 5 launcher from the European spaceport (CSG) in Kourou, 

French Guyana, into an interplanetary trajectory, the combined stack will fly around the sun several 

times before arriving at Mercury in December 2025. The mission design includes several fly-bys near 

Earth, Venus and eventually Mercury itself and a transfer time of about 7 years until the spacecraft will 

enter into orbits around Mercury to begin scientific investigations. The two orbiters will be operating in 

two different orbits: MMO into a highly elliptical orbit to investigate the magnetosphere, and MPO into 

a slightly circular orbit at altitudes between 400 and 1500 km above the surface, designed for 

investigations of surface features, the particle environment and the exosphere. The current nominal 

duration of the scientific mission at Mercury is one year, with the possibility to extend the mission for 

another year.  

http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/BepiColombo/Watch_BepiColombo_launch


The main technical challenges for BepiColombo are linked to the very high temperatures the space-

craft will experience in the proximity of Mercury .These challenges have led to novel engineering 

solutions in terms of thermal management of the satellite and of the thermal stability of the solar 

arrays. On the technology side, BepiColombo is the first ESA mission that uses Solar Electric 

Propulsion (SEP) in an operational mode to transfer a scientific satellite on an interplanetary trajectory.  

ESA will control the mission and all of its operations from the European Satellite Operations Center 

(ESOC) in Darmstadt, Germany.  

The MPO carries 11 scientific instruments, including a Laser Altimeter, a Thermal Infrared Spectrome-

ter, gamma- and x-ray spectrometers, an array of particle detectors as well as a combined optical and 

infrared stereo-camera/spectrometer system.  

 

Swiss contribution / instruments to Bepi Colombo  

The Swiss contributions to BepiColombo can be found both in the spacecraft and in the suite of 

scientific instruments. The most visible contribution from Swiss industry to the spacecraft is the so-

called MOSIF (MMO Sunshield and Interface), a special structure that sits on top of the MPO and 

surrounds the MMO, providing mechanical and electrical interfaces and thermal protection during the 

transit phase. The MOSIF was developed and built by RUAG Switzerland, which also developed the 

structure for the MPO as well as the Solar Array Drive Assemblies (SADA) for both the MPO and the 

MTM. Further contributions include several small cameras, developed by the company Micro Cameras 

& Science Exploration (MCSE) in Neuchâtel, used to survey the spacecraft solar arrays. A number of 

electrical ground support equipment elements came from Clemessy SA, Switzerland, in Basel. Finally, 

the spacecraft transport container was constructed by APCO Technologies in Aigle, VD. 

 

Switzerland is also present with the following three contributions to the scientific instruments on 

BepiColombo: 

 

 

1. The “BepiColombo Laser Altimeter” (BELA) 
 

BELA will characterize and measure the topography and surface morphology of Mercury. It will 

provide absolute topographic height and position with respect to a Mercury centred coordinate system. 

This information will be used to create a digital terrain model that allows quantitative exploration of the 

geology, the tectonics, and the age of the planet's surface. In synergy with the stereo camera STC (as 

part of SIMBIO-SYS) BELA will increase the knowledge of Hermean geology, such as surface 

morphology, surface dating, tectonics, volcanism, and the evolution of the planet. 

The BELA instrument was developed within a consortium under the lead of the University of Bern 

(UniBE, Co-Principal Investigator Prof. Dr. Nicolas Thomas) and the German institute for planetary 

research of DLR, the German aerospace center. The measuring principle of the BELA instrument 

presents quite a challenge: sending a laser pulse from the satellite to the surface of Mercury and 

counting the time until the instrument detects the tiny reflection of this laser light from the surface is a 

tricky task. This, combined with the harsh environment of space and the changing temperatures, 

presented huge challenges for the engineers and researchers designing and building BELA. Today, 

UniBE and DLR are confident that the instrument will perform flawlessly. A more detailed description 

of the instrument can be found via the following link: 

http://www.bela.space.unibe.ch/instrument/experiment_overview/ 

 

http://www.bela.space.unibe.ch/instrument/experiment_overview/


 
 

 

 

2. The “Search for Exosphere Refilling and Emitted Neutral Abundances” 
instrument (SERENA) 

 

The SERENA instrument should provide information on the entire surface-exosphere-magnetosphere 

system and the processes involved. The scientific aims are to understand the composition, origins and 

dynamics of Mercury’s exosphere and polar regions. SERENA is composed of four units. Each unit is 

able to operate individually to achieve specific scientific objectives on its own. The combination of the 

individual measures greatly improves the scientific benefit of the mission as it also allows for additional 

objectives. One of these detectors, the new spectrometer STROFIO ((Start from a ROtating Field 

mass spectrometer) has been developed at the University of Bern (Prof. Peter Wurz, Project Leader). 
 

In preparation of the data analysis and the scientific evaluation of the measured parameters, UniBE is 

already working on models and algorithms in order to be in the starting blocks for the scientific 

exploitation of the mission. UniBE has also supported the instrument calibrations of PICAM and 

ELENA by using its unique calibration chamber «MEPHISTO». This chamber is used to test and 

calibrate instrument of American, Russian, Chinese, Indian and last but not least European scientists. 
 



 
 
The STROFIO instrument sitting on the MPO spacecraft: last view before mating MPO with the 
MTM during the final launch preparations 
 

 

3. The “Mercury Plasma Particle Experiment” (MPPE) 

 

MPPE is a comprehensive instrument package for plasma, high-energy particle and energetic neutral 

atom measurements. It consists of seven sensors, which can perform in-situ observations and cover 

the charged particle species and the energy range of interest from the space plasma physics point of 

view. MPPE on BepiColombo/MMO will provide new measurements of plasma, high-energy particles, 

and energetic neutral atoms around Mercury. MPPE will also make simultaneous measurements of 

high-energy electrons and ions, which is quite important in understanding the charged particle 

acceleration mechanism in a small-scale magnetosphere. 
 

Here again, UniBE has provided key elements to the ion-optical parts of “Energetic Neutral Atom” 

instrument. It is expected that this instrument will provide the basis for a huge leap in the understand-

ing of Mercury’s Magnetosphere. 

 

 

4. Industrial participation in the development of scientific instruments 

It must be noted that, for all three instruments developed in Switzerland and under the lead of UniBE, 

significant work and/or supplies have come from Swiss industry. In this case, no less than 20 

companies have contributed to the development, design and building of the above scientific contribu-

tions. 

The PRODEX programme under which such scientific instruments or sub-systems are provided 

requires an industrial share of at least 50% of the overall project. This condition enables a knowledge- 



and technology transfer from and to industry and provides the Swiss workplace with a structural and 

competitive advantage – this includes spill over effects to the non-space sector of the involved 

companies. Swiss contributions to ESA programmes enable swiss scientists and industry to participate 

in selected missions.  

 

 

Contact 

For mission-related questions: 

Oliver Botta 

Scientific Advisor Space Transportation & Exploration 

State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation SERI 

Space Office 

Tel. +41 58 462 99 67 

oliver.botta@sbfi.admin.ch  

 

For questions related to the scientific instruments & PRODEX generally: 

Andreas Werthmüller 

Scientific Advisor, Space Science and Instruments  

State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation SERI 

Space Office 

Tel. +41 58 463 35 95 

andreas.werthmueller@sbfi.admin.ch 

 

Link: 

https://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/BepiColombo/BepiColombo_factsheet 

https://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/BepiColombo/BepiColombo_factsheet

